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The spatial action of the Stone-type spectral family for a certain type of strongly
continuous one-parameter groups of surjective isometries, as well as of the spectral
decomposition of their single elements on c , 1 F p F `, is examined. The UMDp
structure, for 1 - p - `, and triangular truncations and duality for p s 1, ` are
involved. In various cases, concrete descriptions of the associated Riesz]Nagy
operators and Arveson's spectral subspaces are derived as byproducts of indepen-
dent interest. Q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
In this work we examine questions concerning the spectral decomposi-
tions of one-parameter isometric groups on c , 1 F p F `}spaces knownp
also as the Von Neumann]Schatten class}as well as of single isometries
on these spaces.
These investigations proceed based mainly on results that can be classi-
fied as belonging to three branches of analysis: one branch includes the
concrete representations of isometries and of one-parameter groups of
w xisometries on c 1, 3, 9, 14 , the second deals with applications and resultsp
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w xof an underlying calculus 4, 7, 12, 15 , and the third deals with recently
developed techniques of transferring various Hilbert-space phenomena
within the frame of Banach spaces, especially those possessing the UMD
w xstructure 2, 5, 10 .
w x w xThe blending of these branches follows the pattern of 10 andror 11
w xfor 1 - p - `; for p s `, results of 9, 13 along with triangular truncation
w xtheory are involved 16 and the form of an ``echelon-type truncation''
emerges requiring further investigation. Finally for p s 1 duality is in-
w xvolved 13, 14 .
The present work is organized in three sections: In Section 0 we present
the basic definitions and theoretical tools that will be used throughout as
well as a technical theorem instrumental for all the subsequent results of
the paper.
In Section I we examine the spectral decompositions and the logarithms
of a class of non-trivial ``discrete type'' isometries on c , 1 - p - `.p
In Section II we address similar questions as in Section I but for a
non-trivial class of one-parameter groups of isometries, in which the single
isometries already examined can be naturally embedded. We obtain also
w xconcrete representations for certain associated Nagy operators 2, 10 and
w xArveson's spectral subspaces 5 , as applications of the results of Sections 0
and I. Finally, we examine similar questions for the non-UMD cases
p s ` and p s 1.
We take for granted the standard theory of c , 1 F p F `, as containedp
w x  w x.in 13 note that our definition, below, for c differs from that in 13 ; the`
definition of a strongly continuous one-parameter group of operators in a
 .complex Banach space X ; and the standard theory for the algebra B X .
By the term ``operator on X '' we shall always refer to a bounded linear
 .transformation with domain X and range in X ; by B X we denote the
algebra of all operators in X ; and by the prefix ``s'' we refer to the strong
 .operator topology in B X .
 .Finally by c H we refer to the Banach space of all compact operators`
in H w.r.t. the usual norm.
0. THE BASIC CONCEPTS AND A
TECHNICAL THEOREM
DEFINITION 0.1. A spectral family in X in the sense of Ringrose and
.  .  .Smart is a uniformly bounded, projection-valued function « ? : R ª B X ,
such that:
 .  .  .  .  .   4.i « l « m s « m « l s « min l, m for all l, m g R.
 .  .ii « ? is s-right continuous on R,
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 .  .iii « ? has a s-left limit at each point of R,
 .  .  .iv s-lim « l s 0 and s-lim « l s I.lªy` lª`
 .DEFINITION 0.2. Let X be a Banach space and let T g B X . We shall
 .  .call T well-bounded of type B if there exists a spectral family « ? in X
w x  .such that, for some compact interval J s a, b , « ? is concentrated on J
  .  . .i.e., we have « l s I for l G b and « l s 0 for l - a , and T s a ?
 .  .« a q H l d« l , where the integral is understood as a s-limit of Rie-J
mann]Stieltjes sums, wherein the intermediate points of the partitioning
 .subintervals are taken to be the right endpoints. If this is the case, « ? is
w xuniquely determined and called the spectral family of T 4 .
w  .xDEFINITION 0.3 4, 2.18 . Let X be a Banach space. An operator
 .T g B X is called trigonometrically well-bounded provided there is a
 . iUwell-bounded operator U of type B , on X, such that T s e . We shall
require the following result.
w xTHEOREM 0.4 5 . If T is trigonometrically well-bounded on X, then there
 .is a unique well-bounded operator of type B on X, denoted by Arg T , such
i Arg T  . w x  .that T s e ; s Arg T ; 0, 2p ; 2p f s Arg T , where s denotes thep p
point spectrum.
DEFINITION 0.5. We shall call the unique operator Arg T , in Theorem
 .0.4, the normalized logarithm or argument of T.
w x  .THEOREM 0.6 5 . An operator T g B X is trigonometrically well-
 . w xbounded iff there is a spectral family « ? , concentrated on 0, 2p with
 .y.« 2p s I:
T s « 0 q eil d« l . .  .H
w x0, 2p
 .In this case, « ? is unique and coincides with the spectral family of Arg T.
 .DEFINITION 0.7. An invertible operator T g B X is called power-
5 n 5bounded provided sup T - `.ng Z
w xTHEOREM 0.8 5 . Suppose X is a UMD Banach space and T power-
bounded on X. Then T is trigonometrically well-bounded.
Remark. Since the UMD spaces include, among other classical spaces,
c for 1 - p - `, it is evident that, if we take for T any surjective isometryp
on c , 1 - p - `, Theorem 0.8 is applicable and therefore T is trigono-p
metrically well-bounded. Then Theorems 0.4 and 0.6 are also applicable.
For the rest of the paper we shall denote by H a complex infinite-
.  :dimensional separable Hilbert space with inner product , and by
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 4  4e , f two orthonormal bases of it. We also set E s e m e andm n m m m
F s f m f for the rank 1 operators corresponding to the above bases. Inn n n
  :.our notation, for e and f in H, , the operator e m f denotes the map
 . .  : .e m f x s x, f e, for x g H.
We are closing this introductory section with a theorem of independent
interest that plays a decisive role in the proofs of our basic results:
2  4THEOREM 0.9. If S is a subset of N and a is a bounded family ofm n
  . .complex numbers, the double sum expression   a E ? F , wherem ng S m n m nm
 < . 4 S s n m, n g S , defines an operator on c , for 1 F p - `. For them p
 . .sake of briefness the abo¨e expression will be denoted by  a E ? F .S m n m n
The proof will be completed in three major steps:
w xStep 1. For p g 1, 2 and A g c ,  a E AF is a well-definedp S m n m n
operator on H.
 4Proof. For m g N, we define Q linearly on f asm n
a f , if n g Sm n n mQ f sm n  0, otherwise.
5 5Extending Q continuously on all of H, we also keep Q F M, wherem m
 . < <M is a uniform upper bound of a .m n
For x g H,
 U :  U : :Q x , A*e s Q x , f f , A*em m m n n m
n








2 2 2 2U 2 : : 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5a x , f Af , e F Q x A*e F M x A* ,   2m n n n m m m
m mSm
since A, A* g c ; c .p 2
 .The above inequality shows that  a E AF x is well-defined andS m n m n
5  .5 5 5 5 5a E AF x F M A* x . Q.E.D.2m n m n
w x  .Step 2. For p g 1, 2 ,  a E A F is a well-defined operator on c .S m n m n p
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Proof. For A g c ,p
pp
 :a E AF f s a Af , e e , ) .  .   m n m n i mi i m m
i S i Li
 < . 4where L s m m, i g S .i
 .But ) leads to
p p
2 2 pp p :  : 5 5a Af , e F M Af , e s M A ,    pmi i m i m( / /( mi L ii
which implies  a E AF g c .S m n m n p
In order to finish the proof we shall employ a closed graph argument.
Let A , A, and B be in c such that A ª A and  a E A F ª B inr p r S m n m r n
the c -norm. Then, A ª A and  a E A F ª B in the c -norm,p r S m n m r n 2
5 5 w xsince is decreasing w.r.t. p over all of 1, ` . On the other hand,p
A , A, B g c andr 2
22
 :a E AF s a Af , e e  m n m n mi i m m
S i L2 i
22 22< <  : 5 5F a Af , e F M A , 2mi i m
i Li
 .  .  .i.e.,  a E ? F g B c . By the continuity of  a E ? F on c weS m n m n 2 S m n m n 2
conclude that  a E AF s B. Q.E.D.S m n m n
 .  .Step 3. If p g 2, ` ,  a E ? F is a well-defined operator on c .S m n m n p
Proof. If q is the conjugate index of p, for B g c ,  a F BE g cq S9 m n n m p
  .  . 4.S9 s n, m r m, n g S .
 .   ..For A g c , A  a F BE g c ; c and tr A  a F BE isp S9 m n n m q 2 S9 m n n m
well-defined.
 :A routine calculation shows this last expression to be   a Be , fi S in i ni
 :Af , e .n i
We obtain the same result, if we employ the ``formal trace''
 . . tr  a E AF B at the moment,  a E AF has a formal mean-S m n m n S m n m n
.ing .
Thus,
5 5tr a E AF B F A ? a F BE pm n m n m n n m / /
S S9 q
5 5 5 5F A ? a F ? E ? B . .p qm n n m
S9 q
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 .We thus have showed that, for A fixed in c , the linear map B ªp
 . .tr  a E AF B is continuous ;B g c . It is therefore an element ofS m n m n q
U  . .  .c s c , i.e., ' C g c : tr  a E AF B s tr CB , ;B g c . We con-q p p S m n m n q
 .clude that  a E AF s C g c . Thus  a E ? F is well-definedS m n m n p S m n m n
on c .p
 .To see that it is actually an element of B c , we use again a closedp
graph argument. Let A , A be in c such that A ª A andr p r
 a E A F ª 0 in the c -norm. Evidently,S m n m r n p
tr A a F BE ª tr A a F BE , ;B g c . r m n n m m n n m q /  / /  /
S9 S9
  ..  . .But tr A  a F BE s tr  a E A F B ª 0. Thusr S 9 m n n m S m n m r n
 . .   ..tr  a E AF B s tr A  a F BE s 0, ;B g c . By a classicalS m n m n S9 m n n m q
uniqueness argument in trace theory, we conclude that  a E AF s 0,S m n m n
and the proof is complete. Q.E.D.
Remark. Throughout the proofs, we are using the evident convention
 s 0.B
I. SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITIONS OF CERTAIN
ISOMETRIES ON c , 1 - p - `p
w xIn 1 Arazy showed that, for 1 - p - `, p / 2, every surjective isometry
 .V on c w.r.t. H , is given exactly via one of the formulaep
) V A s UAW or )) V A s UAtW .  .  .  .
for all A g c , where U, W are unitary operators on H and At thep
w x w xtranspose of A. This result is also true for p s ` 9 and p s 1 14 .
 .In this section, we consider surjective isometries produced via ) , for
U s eiu m E and W s eif n F , m n
m n
 4  4where  indicates strong sum and u , f are real sequences. Thesem n
unitary operators, although not the most general ones which would have
been the case if E and F were to be replaced by ``mixed'' rank 1m n
.operators , cover a non-trivial part of the unitary class. As will be evident
from the results to follow, the general case leads to extremely technical
and cumbersome calculations, which seem practically unattainable, even
for a finite dimensional H.
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We shall introduce now two operators, which in general play an impor-
tant role in Functional Analysis over Banach spaces. In particular, it is
known that
ny11
yi k l kP s s- lim e Vl nn ks0
 .is in B X for any power bounded operator V on X, and any reflexive X
w x8, Chap. VIII.5 , while
` 1
yi k l k9B s s- e Vl ky`
 . w xis in B X , if X is UMD 5, Chap. 4 . Here l g R and 9 indicates
symmetric summation w.r.t. k / 0. Note also that the class of reflexive
 .spaces strictly contains UMD.
We now have the following:
 4  4.LEMMA I.1. Let 1 - p - ` and u , f be a pair of real sequences.m n
 . iu m k iku mi U s  e E is a unitary operator on H, and U s  e E ,m m m m
;k g Z.
 .  iu m .  if n . iu mqf n.ii  e E A  e F s  e E AF , for all A gm m n n m , n m n
c .p
 .  . if niii If V s U ? W, where W is the unitary operator  e F on H,n n
then ;l g R,
P ? s E ? F , .  .l m n
: w yl s0mn
and
: B ? s i p y w y l E ? F , .  . .l m n m n /
: w yl /0mn
:   .where w s w mod 2p , w s u q f .m n m n
 . iu m :Proof. i It is simply the statement Ux s  e x, e e is in H,m m m
combined with other trivial observations, for example, Uy1 s U* s
 eyi u m E .m m
 .ii It is also trivial and it was included in this lemma for ease of
reference.
 .  .iii It is clear that P g B c , since we are averaging unimodularl p
 . w xmultiples of powers of an isometry on a reflexive Banach space 8 . On
 . w xthe other hand, B g B c by the general UMD theory 5 . Thanks tol p
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 .  : .  .Theorem 0.9,  E ? F ,  p y w y l E ? F g:w yls0 m n :w yl/ 0 m n m nm n m n
 .B c , therefore it is enough to check the announced equalities on Y sp
 4sp e m f : p, q g N which is c -norm dense.p q p
 .  . ry1 i k:w p qyl.We have that P e m f s ??? s lim 1rr  e e m f .l p q r ª` ks0 p q
 . ry1 i kmBut, for 0 F m - 2p , 1rr  e ª 0, or 1 according to whetherks0
 .m / 0, or m s 0, respectively. On the other hand  E e m f F:w yls0 m p q nm n
: gives exactly e m f if w y l s 0, and zero otherwise. Q.E.D.p q p q
 . yk  .For the part of iii involving B , observe first that V A sl
 .k  .kU* A W * on c , ;k g N. We thus have, after simple manipulations,p
N  . yi k l k .  N  : . .. 9 1rk e V e m f s ??? s 2 i  sin k w y l rk e mp qyN p q ks1 p
:  `  .  .f . Set w s w y l . Then  sin kwrk is p y w r2 if w / 0, and 0q p q ks1
 .when w s 0 here 0 F w - 2p .
Thus
i p y w e m f if w / 0, .  .p qB e m f s .l p q  0 if w s 0.
  : .  . .Clearly, i  p y w y l E e m f F reduces to the same:w yl/ 0 m n m p q nm n
expression.
We are ready now to state and prove the main results of this section:
 4  4.THEOREM I.2. For p, u , f , V as in Lemma I.1, there exists am n
 .unique spectral family on c , gi¨ en by the formulap
« l s E ? F , l g R, .  .1 m n
: .w Flmn
such that:
 .  . w x  y.i « ? is concentrated on 0, 2p and « 2p s I,1 1
 .  . il  .ii V s « 0 q s-H e d« l ,1 w0, 2p x 1
 .  .iii Arg V s s-H l d« l ,w0, 2p x 1
where the integrals are taken in the sense of Definition 0.2.
 .  .Proof. The existence and uniqueness of « ? in ii is guaranteed, as1
mentioned earlier, in the more general setting of power-bounded opera-
w x  . w xtors on UMD spaces 5 . According to 3.4 in 5 , for 0 F l - 2p , we have
1 1 l
« l s p iP y B q p iP q B q I , ) .  .  .  .1 l l 0 02p i 2p i 2p
 .where P , B were calculated in Lemma I.1 iii .l l
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 .  .  .For l - 0 resp. l G 2p the expression for « l gives 0 resp. I as1
  . .required. One should notice that  E ? F s I. For l s 0, we con-m , n m n
 .  .  .clude from ) that « 0 s P s  E ? F as desired. Fix now l1 0 :w .s0 m nm n
 .in 0, 2p . We split each sum for P , B , over the following sets of indicesl l
that partition N2:
2 : V s m , n g N : w s 0 , . 41 m n
2 : V s m , n g N : 0 - w - l , . 4 .2 m n
2 : V s m , n g N : w s l , . 43 m n
2 : V s m , n g N : l - w - 2p . . 4 .4 m n
Using the obvious meaning for the  notation, we have
1
« l A s p y l y p y l y p y w .  .  .  .  1 m n2p V V V3 1 2
1
y l q p y w E A F q .  . m n m n5 2pV4
l
? p q p y w ? E A F q A , .  .  m n m n 5 2p2V N yV1 1
:where we have ousted from our coefficients. Moreover, since A s
 E AF , the above expression givesm , n m n
« l A s E AF s E AF . Q.E.D. .  .  1 m n m n
2 : .w FlN yV mn4
COROLLARY I.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem I.2, ;l g R, we
ha¨e
« ly s E ? F on c . .  .1 m n p
: .w -lmn
Proof. The statement is clearly true for l - 0 or l G 2p , since 0 F
: . w xw - 2p , for all m, n. Let now 0 F l - 2p . It was shown in 4 thatm n
 .  y.  .« l y « l s P . Using then the formula of Lemma I.1 iii , we have1 1 l
 y.  .« l s « l y P and the result follows. Q.E.D.1 1 l
 . w x   .  y.. Remarks. 1 Following 4 we have that « l y « l c s A g1 1 p
 . il 4c : V A s e A , i.e., equals the eigenspace of V corresponding to thep
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eigenvalue e i l. We conclude that the above eigenspace equals
 4  E BF : B g c , or, equivalently sp e m f , p, q g N, w s:w .sl m n p p q p qm n
4l , where the closure of the latter is taken in the c -norm.p
 .  .  .2 « ? is s-continuous at l iff  E ? F s 0.1 0 :w .sl m nm n 0
THEOREM I.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem I.2, one has
: Arg V s w E ? F on c . . . m n m n p
m , n
w xProof. According to the general theory 4 , we have Arg V s p I y p P0
 .q iB . Using Lemma I.1 iii we find that on c ,0 p
: Arg V s p I y p E ? F y p y w E ? F .  . . . m n m n m n
: . : .w s0 w /0mn mn
: s p I y p E ? F q w E ? F .  . . m n m n m n
m , n : .w /0mn
:  : s w E ? F s w E ? F . Q.E.D. .  . .  . m n m n m n m n
m , n: .w /0mn
Note that U, W also possess arguments. The connection between these
arguments and Arg V is not what one would expect at first glance. ``The
correction factor'' is given in the following corollary:
COROLLARY I.5. Under the preceding assumptions for p, V, U, W and for
e¨ery A g c , we ha¨ep
Arg V A s Arg U A q A Arg W y 2p E AF . .  .  .  m n
: . : .2pF u q f -4pm n
Proof. Working in a similar way as before, we obtain
:  : Arg U A s u E A , A Arg W s f AF . .  . .  . m m n n
m n
: . : . : . : . : . Since 0 F u q f - 4p and w s u q f resp.m n m n m n
: . : . : . . : . : .w s u q f y 2p , whenever 0 F u q f - 2pm n m n m n
 : . : . .resp. 2p F u q f - 4p , we have on cm n p
:  : Arg V A s u q f E AF .  . m n m n
: . : .0F u q f -2pm n
:  : q u q f y 2p E AF , . m n m n
: . : .2pF u q f -4pm n
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and observing that
E s I s F , m n
m n
the result follows.
II. AN ISOMETRIC ONE-PARAMETER GROUP ON
c , 1 - p - `, THE ASSOCIATED RIESZ]NAGYp
OPERATORS, AND ARVESON'S
SPECTRAL SUBSPACES
In Section I we constructed V as a surjective isometry on c . It is easy top
see that this V can be embedded in a strongly continuous one-parameter
 4group of surjective isometries V on c , with V s V. One simply defines,t p 1
for t g R,
V s eit w m n E ? F . ) .  .t m n
m , n
 .The preceding work for 1 - p - ` will provide also, given t, a formula
 .for the corresponding spectral decomposition « ? of V , by replacingt t
u , f with tu , tf , respectively. Moreover, there exists a representationm n m n
 w x.for V see, e.g., 5 , ``parallel'' to Stone's classical one for unitary groupst
 . ` il t  .where a spectral measure is involved . Namely V s H e d« l , wheret y`
 .  .« l is a unique spectral family and the integral is taken in the strong
and the principal value sense. The next theorem describes explicitly this
 .``Stone-type'' spectral family for the group defined in ) .
 4  .THEOREM II.1. Let V be the group on c , 1 - p - `, gi¨ en in ) .t p
 .  4Then, the unique Stone-type spectral family of V is gi¨ en byt
« l ? s E ? F , ;l g R. .  .  . m n
w Flmn
w x  .Proof. The general theory 5 guarantees the existence of the bounded
 .operator J on c 1 - p - ` given byl p
1 eil t
J s s- lim V dt.Hl ytq ip t«ª0 < <«- t -1r«
 .  4The connection between « l of V and J is given byt l
1
2« l s I q J y J .  .l l2
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or, equivalently, by
J s « l q « ly y I .  .l
 w x w x.  4see 5 or 10 . We shall describe J on Y s sp e m f : p, q g N . Wel p q
claim that
e m f , if w - l¡ p q p q
~0, if w s lJ e m f s . p ql p q ¢ye m f , if w ) l.p q p q
Indeed,
1 1
i tlyw .p qJ e m f s lim e dt e m f .  .Hl p q p qq /ip t«ª0 < <«- t -1r«
`2 sin t l y w .p qs dt e m f . .H p q /p t0
Elementary contour integration shows that the last integral equals
p¡ , if w - lp q2~0, if w s lp q
p
y , if w ) l¢ p q2
and the result follows.
Applying once again the stated expression of J to itself, we obtainl
e m f , if w / lp q p q2J e m f s .l p q  0, if w s l,p q
and we conclude that
e m f , if w F lp q p q
« l e m f s .  .p q  0, if w ) l,p q
and on Y,
« l s E ? F . .  . m n
w Flmn
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Since Y is dense in the c -norm andp
E ? F g B c , .  . m n p
w Flmn
one extends the above equality over all of c . Q.E.D.p
 y. .  .COROLLARY II.2. « l ? s  E ? F , ;l g R.w - l m nm n
Proof. Once again, it is enough to check the announced equality on Y.
From the preceding proof one easily checks that
J A s E AF q E AF y A , for A g Y . .  l m n m n /  /
w Fl w -lmn mn
 .  . .  y. .  .Comparing now with I A s « l A q « l A y A , we are done.l
Q.E.D.
 .Remarks. 1 Considered separately, each single member of the group
 4V has the representationt
2p ilV s « 0 q e d« l , .  .Ht t t
0
 .  .where « l is its unique spectral family, depending on t, concentrated ont
w x  y.  4  4.0, 2p and such that « 2p s I. In particular, if one chooses u , f :t m n
0 - w - 2p , then for 0 - t F 1, t fixed,m n 0 0
l2p ilV s s- e d« l , with « l s « . .  .Ht t t 10 0 0  /t0 0
On the other hand,
` 2pil t il t0 0V s s- e d« l s s- e d« l . .  .H Ht0 y` 0
Similar manipulations can take place whenever pursuing the interplay
 .  .  4  4.between « ? and « ? , for a specific pair u , f and a given t. Fort 1 m n
example, we can treat easily the special cases w - 0 with t G 0, orm n
w ) 0 with t F 0, or w G 2p with t ) 1, etc. In general, though, wem n m n
have to involve the J -approach and it seems out of reach to connect ``in al
 .  .closed form'' « l and « l , due to the ``uncontrollable jumps'' added, int
each interval of length 2p .
 .  42 It is now clear that the infinitesimal generator, G, of V is givent
 w x.by see 5
`
G s i s- l d« l . .H /y`
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 .  .Then a sufficient condition for s-continuity of « l at l s l , employ-0
w x  .  .ing a result in 10 , is il f s G s point spectrum . Theorem II.10 p
and Corollary II.2 combined, lead now to the following simple necessary
  .and sufficient condition for s-continuity at l see also Remark 2 to0
.Corollary I.3 :
E ? F s 0. . m n
w slmn 0
 .  4  4.3 In case the choice of u , f and l is such that it guaranteesm n
1y .  .  .  .« l s « l , then we directly have « l s I q J and we do not havel2
to involve the calculations of J in Theorem II.1. It is then evident that forl
2  .these groups and l's, J s I i.e., J is involutive on c .l l p
 4For V a uniformly bounded one-parameter group of operators on at
Banach space X, and such that each V is a trigonometrically well-boundedt
 .operator on X see Definition 0.3 , we can define the Riesz]Nagy opera-
tors R , r g Z, asr
1 2p i r t yi t A1R s e e V dt .Hr t
0
 .  .in the strong sense , where A s Arg V see Definition 0.5 .1 1
 4Since c is UMD, for 1 - p - `, and the group V , introduced in thep t
present section, is evidently uniformly bounded, we can define the corre-
sponding operators R by use of Theorem 0.8.r
We shall prove the following result:
 4  .PROPOSITION II.3. For the group V on c , 1 - p - `, described in )t p
the corresponding R are gi¨ en byr
R s E ? F . .r m n
: w sw q2prmn mn
Proof. It is enough to check the announced equality on sp e m f ,p q
4  .p, q g N . We first compute R e m f . We haver p q
V e m f s eit w p q e m f , .t p q p q
so that
eyi t A1V e m f s eit w p q eyi t A1 e m f . . .  . .t p q p q
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Since,
i2 t 2A1yi t A1e s I y itA q y ??? ,1 2!
we conclude that
eyi t A1 e m f .p q
2it it . 2:  : s e m f y w e m f q w e m f y ??? .p q p q p q p q p p1! 2!
s eyi t:w p q e m f .p q
Here use was made of Theorem I.4 for the representation of Arg V1
.on c .p
Thus
1 2p i r t i t w yi t:w p q p qR e m f s e e e dt e m f .  .Hr p q p q /0
1 i t2prqw y:w .p q p qs e dt e m f . .H p q /0
Since,
1, for f s 0,¡
1 ifi tf ~ e y 1e dt sH , for f / 0,0 ¢ if
:  w x w x .and by definition, w y w s w r2p 2p indicating integral part ,p q p q p q
we conclude that
: e m f , if w s w q 2pr ,p q p q p qR e m f s .r p q  0 otherwise.
Next we easily obtain
R j e m f s j e m f r p q p q p q p q /
p , q : w sw q2prpq pq
s E j e m f F . Q.E.D. m p q p q n /
p , q: w sw q2prmn mn
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 .  4  4.Remarks. 1 In case we choose u , f in such a way that 0 Fm n
w - 2p , the above proposition gives the trivial forms R s I andm n 0
 w x.R s 0 for r / 0 compare to Corollary 3.10 in 10 .r
 .  4  42 Suppose, more generally now, that the choice of u , f is suchm n
 .that for all m, n g N, w / 2 rp , r g Z. Then R g ker « 2pr . In-m n yr
deed, without resorting to lengthy calculations as in the proof of Theorem
.  .  . w x  .II.3 we employ 3.5 of Theorem 4.20 in 2 where the formula « 2pl s
w lxy1   w x.. T q T « 2p l y l is proved in a more general setting.y` m w lx 1
 .  4  .Here, T s R , « ? is the Stone-type spectral family of V and « ?m ym t
is the spectral family of A . Taking l s r and using the fact that1
the operators T are ``orthogonal'' projections, we directly obtainm
 .« 2pr T s 0.r
An Application: Ar¨ eson's Spectral Subspaces
Arveson's spectral subspaces play a crucial role in Harmonic Analysis on
w .x  .Banach spaces. In 5, Theorem 5.4 a connection is given between ker « l ,
 y.ker « l , and Arveson's spectral subspaces for a more general setting. In
what follows we reestablish this connection in a rather narrow frame, but
in an elementary way, in the form of an ``abstract'' example.
DEFINITION II.4. Given a Banach space X, a closed F ; R, and an
 4s-continuous one parameter group V on X, we define Arveson's spectralt
subspaces as
`
M F s x g X : f t V x dt s 0, .  .  .H yt
y`
1 .; f g L R whose Fourier transform
`1
yi j sÃf j s e f s ds .  .H’2p y`
4vanishes on a neighborhood of F .
 4  4  4PROPOSITION II.5. Let the sequences u , f , in¨ol¨ ed in V be suchm n t
that there exists k g R, and for each l g R, there exists k ) 0: k - w ,l m n
 .  4  . 2and l y k , l l w s B ; m, n g N . Then on c , 1 - p - `, wel m n p
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ha¨e for each l g R,
 .  .  < 4 wa ker « l s sp e m f w ) l s D M s, ` ,. .p q p q l- S
y .  .  < 4 w ..b ker « l s sp e m f w G l s M l, ` ,p q p q
where sp indicates c -closure of the linear span.p
y .  .  < 4Proof. b ker « l > sp e m f w G l by Corollary II.2.p q p q
 y.Let A g ker « l ; then
A s E AF q E AF s E AF .  m n m n m n
w -l w Gl w Glmn mn mn
 4  4If Y s sp e m f , p, q g N , there exists a sequence A of members ofp q r
 .Y with A s s-lim A , since Y s c . Then A s s-lim  E A F ; ifr p w G l m r nm n
A s l e m f q ??? ql e m f , thenr 1 p q k p q1 1 k k
<E A F s l e m f g sp e m f w G l 4 m r n j p q p q p qj j
w Gl w Glmn p qj j
which completes the proof.
Ã < 4 w ..  .We now show that sp e m f w G l s M l, ` . Suppose f m s 0p q p q
for l y « - m - `. Then, for w G l,p q
` `
yi t w p qf t V e m f dt s f t e dt e m f s 0. .  . .  .H Hyt p q p q /y` y`
 < 4 w .. w ..Thus sp e m f w G l ; M l, ` , since M l, ` is closed. Con-p q p q
w ..  `  . yi t w m n .versely, suppose A g M l, ` , i.e., 0 s  H f t e dt E AF ,m , n y` m n
1 . `  . yi m t  .for all f g L R such that H f t e s 0 for all m in l y d , ` ,y` f
d ) 0.f
Ã .We claim that  E AF s 0. Indeed,  f w E AF sw - l m n w F lyd m n m nm n m n f
0, by hypothesis.
2’ Ã  . .Choose now a suitable d ) 0 d - l q l q 8 r4 and an f continu-d
 xous and bounded that is 1 on y1rd , l y 2d , drops to zero ``properly''
w xrapidly to the left of y1rd , and simply drops to zero on l y 2d , l y d
Ã .and which is 0 on l y d , ` . Then f is the Fourier transform of somed
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1 Ã .  .f g L R and  f w E AF s 0. We havew F lyd d m n m nm n
E AF m n
W -lmn
s q q E AF   m n /
w Fy1rd lyd-w -l y1rd-w Flydmn mn mn
1
s « y A . /d
q q q E AF   m n /
lyd-w -l y1rd-w Fly2 d ly2 d-w Flydmn mn mn
1 Ãs « y A q q f w .  .  d m n /d lyd-w -l y1rd-w Fly2 dmn mn
Ã Ãq f w q 1 y f w E AF .  . d m n d m n m n/
ly2 d-w Flyd ly2 d-w Flydmn mn
1 Ãs « y A q y f w .  .  d m n /d lyd-w -l w Fy1rdmn mn
Ãq 1 y f w E AF . . d m n m n/
ly2 d-w Flydmn
6 .But « y1rd 0 and this is also the case for the three sum-qdª0
Ã .  .  .ming operators  E ? F ,  f w E ? F ,ly d - w - l m n w F y 1r d d m n m nm n m n
Ãw  .x  .  1 y f w E ? F here we need the restrictions only2 d - w F lyd d m n m nm n
 4  4..  .u , f . This completes the proof of b .m n
 .  4a It is immediate from Theorem II.1 that sp e m f : w ) l isp q p q
 .contained in ker « l . The reverse inclusion can be obtained by applying
 .verbatim the corresponding proof of b .
 . wFinally, we show now that ker « l s D M s, ` . Let w F l;. .s) l p q
w ..then e m f g M w , ` . Taking finite linear combinations of suchp q p q
 .  . we m f and then closures we obtain 1 ker « l ; D M s, ` and. .p q s) l
y . w2 D M s, ` s D ker « s . This is a direct application.  . .s) l s) l
 . .of b .
 y.  .We now claim that ker « s ; ker « l , for s ) l. This is a conse-
 .  .  .quence of the general property « l « m s « l for l F m, true for all
 y.spectral families. We actually see that « s A s 0, for A g c , impliesp
 .  y.  .  y.  .« l « s A s « l A s 0, since « s s lim « m when m ª s, with l
 y.  .- m - s. We conclude that Dker « s ; ker « l which is closed in c .p
y .  .Therefore, 3 Dker « s ; ker « l . .
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 .  .  .Combining 1 , 2 , and 3 we obtain the announced equality. Q.E.D.
Remark. It is worth noticing that the proofs for the left-hand equalities
 .  .  4  4.of parts a and b of Proposition II.5 work for any pair u , f .m n
The Cases p s ` and p s 1
As it was mentioned before c and c do not belong to the UMD class1 `
and consequently the tools of the previous sections are no longer available.
An additional difficulty for the case p s ` is that the conclusion of Step 1
of Theorem 0.9 does not hold even if we consider, for a fixed l,
 .  E ? F restricted to the subspace D s A g c :  E AFw F l m n l ` w F l m nm n m n
4  .converges even if we allow weak summation . In other words, we can find
 4  4a l g R and two real sequences u and f so that the mapm n
 . E AF : H ª H, A g D , will not be a bounded operator:w F l m n lm n
EXAMPLE II.6. Take, e.g., l s 1, u s 1 y 1r2 m, f s 1r2 n. Thusm n
u q f F 1 iff n G m. If we take e s f and we represent an A g D bym n n n 1
 .  4A s a w.r.t. e , we have that  E AE s  E AE , withi j n w F1 m n mF n m nm n
??? 0 ???
0 a 0E AE s .m nm n  0
??? 0 ???
We thus have
a a ???11 12
0 a ???22E AE s , m n
w F1 0 0 ???mn  0
??? ??? ???
 .i.e., the upper triangular part of A utp A .
 w x.But now, by a known result see, e.g., 6, Chap. 4 , there exist finite rank
operators of the form A s  a e m e such thatN i, jF N i j i j
5 5 5 5A F p and utp A G log N.N N
It is instructive at this point to present an example of a similar ``failure''
of the J approach in Theorem II.1, now that the UMD structure is notl
present.
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EXAMPLE II.7. Consider
1
i tJ A s lim e V A dt . H1 N yt Nq t«ª0 < <«- t -1r«
??? 0 ???1
i t1yw .m n 0 a 0s lim e dt H m n 5q t«ª0 < <«- t -1r«  0m , nFN ??? 0 ???
 .  .with the r.h.s. integral s pr2 resp. ypr2 for w - 1 resp. w ) 1m n m n
and s 0 for w s 1.m n
We conclude that
0 a a ??? a ???12 13 1 N
p ya 0 ??? ??? ??? ???21J A s s B . .1 N N2 ya ??? ??? ??? a ???31 Ny1 N 0
??? ??? ??? ??? 0 ???
5 5But lim B s `, sinceN N
2




5 5B G 2 log N y p .Np
This type of an operator was referred to, in the Introduction, as an
``echelon type truncation.'' It is exactly the absence of the UMD structure
.in c that allows J to be unbounded in Example II.17.` 1
Concluding Remarks
A possible natural condition that seems helpful}though requiring fur-
  .4  .ther investigation}is that the family f l ; B c be uniformly bounded`
 4  4. w.r.t. l; considering all pairs u , f constituting evidently a non-emptym n
.  .  .set for which f l is a uniformly bounded family in B c we can check`
immediately, using f.r. operators on H and the classical density argument,
that
 .  y. .  y. .i f l K exists in c for each K g c and f l K s` `
 E KF .:w .- l m nm n
 .  q.  .ii f l s f l .
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 .  .  .  . iii f m f l s f l for all l - m this can easily be checked for
.f m e and then for any f.r.o. on H and thus for each K g c .p q `
 .iv Along the same lines we can check the rest of the properties so
 .  .that f l is a spectral family R ª B c .`
 .v We can immediately check, following the above mentioned
2p  .  .  .techniques, that s-H l df l g B c and s-H l df l is the argu-0 ` w0, 2p x
ment of the surjective isometry V: c ª c defined in Section 0.` `
 .vi It remains to be seen whether we can transfer the above
properties}possibly via ``duality''}to c . At this stage, and only underp
 4  4.the assumption that u , f are chosen so that ;l g R, ;A g c ,m n 1
 . .  .f l A g c evidently such pairs exist at least trivially , we observe that1
f l A s sup tr f l A B s sup tr A F BE .  .  .  .  n m /
5 5 5 5B F1 B F1 w FlÄ` ` m n
5 5 5 5F A sup F BE F M A1 n m
5 5B F1 : .w Fl` m n
for each B g c where use was made of the classical trace inequalities`
<  . < 5 5 5 5 5 5 w x.tr PQ F PQ F P Q for P g c and Q g c ; see 13 . Given that1 1 ` 1 `
 .  . 5  .5f l ; B c is uniformly bounded w.r.t. l we conclude that f l Bc .` 1
F M. The above duality argument combined with the fact that c ; c1 `
 .  .  .  .allows us to transfer properties i ] iv in the frame of B c , as well as v1
for the associated isometry V: c ª c .1 1
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